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Information Retrieval(IR): Generative vs Discriminative

q: query d: document r: relevance

Generative Models: q -> d 

- describing how a document is generated from a given information needed
- predicting relevant documents given a query 

Discriminative (classification) Models:  q+ d -> r

- learned from labelled relevant judgements or their proxies such as clicks or ratings
- considers documents and queries jointly as features and predicts their relevance from a large amount of 

training data
- Pointwise: approximate relevance estimation of each document to the human rating
- Pairwise: most-relevant document from any document pair
- Listwise: optimize the loss function defined over the whole ranking list for each query

IR + GAN = IRGAN!
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GAN(Generative Adversarial Networks)

- Customer sells shop owner wine, but may try to 

sell fake wine

- Forgers may make mistakes to forge fake wine 

and shop owners easily catch fake wine so they 

have to improve their forging skills

- Shop owners have to learn how to discriminate 

between fake and good wine
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GAN(Generative Adversarial Networks)

- **Generator(forger) vs Discriminator (shop owner)

- Generative network constantly creates data that 

resembles the ground truth

- Discriminative network tries to distinguish between 

fake data and real data from a real dataset
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Minimax (Objective)

- Maximize benefits, minimize costs

- Objective Function:

- Discriminative Retrieval => maximize log-likelihood of correctly distinguishing the true and 

generated relevant documents

- Generative Retrieval  => minimize the objective

: chance of d being generated from q
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Optimizing Retrievals 

- Discriminative Retrieval => typically solved by stochastic gradient descent

- Generative Retrieval  => Use Policy gradient based reinforcement learning due to discrete 

sampling of documents d
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Extension to Pairwise

- Common that labelled training data may be a set of ordered document pairs for each query instead 

of a set of relevant documents

- Discriminative Retrieval: 

- Generative Retrieval:
** generative and discriminative 
retrieval models may reach different 
performances depending on the specific 
task
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Applications

The implementation of two scoring functions  and   are both task-specific.

(i.e. discriminator scoring function could be implemented as a 3-layer neural work while generator scoring 

function could be a factorization machine)   

1. Web Search

- each query-document pair can be represented by a vector, where each dimension represents 

some statistical value of the pair 

2. Item Recommendation

- Matrix factorization

3. Question Answering

- q: questions, a: answer (represented as a sequence of words)

- relevance score can be defined as their cosine similarity
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Experiments: Web Search

- dataset: LETOR(LEarning TO Rank)

- Less labelled data, more unlabelled data

- relevance level: (-1, 0, 1, 2) but (-1 = “unknown)
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Experiments: Web Search

- In the sampling stage, the temperature parameter is incorporated as , 

** low temperature => sampling focuses more on top-ranked documents
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Experiments: Item Recommendations

- dataset: Movielens and Netflix

- 5 - star ratings as positive feedback and all others as 

unknown feedback

- matrix factorization
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Experiments: Question Answering

- dataset: InsuranceQA

- 12,887 questions with correct answers

- 1000 unseen question-answer pairs in development 

set

- 1800  pairs for 2 sets
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Conclusion

1. Adversarial training of generative retrieval models and discriminative retrieval models show 

improvement in Information Retrieval in different applications such as web search, item 

recommendation, and question answering

2. Pairwise vs Pointwise shows different results 
a. Pointwise: generative retrieval > discriminative retrieval

b. Pairwise: generative retrieval < discriminative retrieval
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